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Promote the preservation,
of hand tools.

study and understanding

Encourage interest in, and better understanding of
crafts and early industries in which these tools
were used.
Discover,
fdentify, classify, document, preserve
and exhibit these tools - in particular special
efforts are to be made regarding the documentation
and preservation of Australian made tools.
Share this knowledge and understanding with others
and with museums, pioneer villages, the National
Trust and similar institutions.
Accomplish these
fellowship.

aims
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Editors Comments
Now over five years old we are this year attempting t
have a more planned approach to club activities. This i
I.
a good sign of the development of our Association.
particular we will provide a regular newsletter and hav,
Both these goals shoul,
a more broadly planned program.
be more satisfying for all of us, but naturally requir,
You
general.
ideas and support from members in
suggestions for club meeting activities and contribution:
to the newsletter are encouraged.
You will see in this edition we are beginning out
"Wanted" and "Swap sa 1 e" co 1 umns, and we hope tha·
country membe�s in particular help with contributions t,
these and a "Letters" section.
In Australia we certainly do not have the antiquities an,
history of occupation of the land that exists elsewhere
However, we certainly do have our own early industries.
trades and tools which require serious exploration.
With an already quite diverst
analysis and recording.
membership we need to contribute to the understanding oi
T�t
hand tools and their contribution to our Australia.
isolation of our land has undoubtedly produced ma�)
special adaptations through the trades, crafts and use o1
tools which we are yet to appreciate.
Our Next Newletter
We hope it will feature articles on the development o1
tools and on the making of musical instruments.
letters and advertisements arE
contributions,
Your
welcomed.
Secretary's News
Display at Exhibitions Gallery, Wangaratta
Our display at Wangaratta was successuflly completed anc
apparently created much interest, especially amongst the
There have been one or two enquiries frorr
older people.
people in Wangaratta.
Tool Sale in Sydney
Please note the date is April 9th at 9.00 a.m.
previously reported)
See advertisement elsewhere in the Newsletter.
Display cases
John Cairns and Jack Watson have volunteered to
the display cases.

(not

as

repair
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New Members

Membership List
The list of financial members of the Association will be
published in the next newsletter.
To be included your
subscription of $18.00 must be received by the Secretary
before 30th April.
Club Meeting Program
Tuesday 2 8th March
Jock Watson has invited us to his home
at 8.00 p.m.
A guest speaker Mr. Raynor Beilharz will talk on "Violin
Making'".
Tuesday 2 3rd May
Not yet finalised.
Tuesday 2 5th July
A moulding and casting evening will be held at the
Foundry School, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
from 6.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m.
Tuesday 26th September
No details as yet.
Tuesday 28th November
A visit to the School of Patternmaking at R.M.I.T.
6.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m.
As
you can see there is still room for
further
suggestions, and Kees would be pleased to hear from any
members who can help with speakers, or interesting venues
for our meetings.
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Club Meeting - Glen Waverley, 28th Feb .• 1989
Our meeting was held at the home of Alan Marrone,
total of fifteen members were present.

and a

After a period of chatting, information swapping and a
preliminary
viewing of Alan's collection of pocket
knives, Frank Ham opened the meeting.
Frank welcomed a
Andrzej
new member Andrzej Wyka to the Association.
specialises in antique musical instruments.
Future
events were outlined and members were brought up to date
with the latest news, one important fact being that a
permanent home for the Caine Tool collection has now been
found.
Jock
Watson thanked Alan and his wife for
their
hospitality and in particular for the magnificent spread
provided.
Jock also agreed to repair some showcases
which have become the property of the association.
Frank Ham gave a talk on the dating of Bed-Rock Planes,
demonstrating the procedure with a number of examples.
Alan then talked about his collection of knives.
It was
quite a revelation to us all.
Those knives we pass in
Trash and Treasure Markets will now be subjected to much
closer scrutiny.
The meeting was declared closed.
Members continued to
discuss tools over tea and coffee and viewed Alan's
knives again, this time with a far more informed outlook.
Report by Tony Derrett
Caine Tool Collection Committee
An inspection of a cottage at the rear of "Illawarra"
took place on a very stormy day in early February.
"Illawarra" is a well-known National Trust property and
the cottage has been offered to our club for the storage
and preservation of the Caine Collection and for other
general activities.
Inspection led to agreement that the cottage was quite
suitable provided the Trust made some basic repairs, and
there was general enthusiasm for accepting the Trust's
offer.
Trust Property Officer Jan Hansen has had the
requested repairs made including the fitting of locks.
More work will occur after March and we may soon have a
more secure base for holding club activities and working
on the Caine collection
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Club meeting - Brandy Creek, Sunday 19th February 1989
Colin Goldberg and his wife Elizabeth warmly welcomed
about a dozen members and their families to an enjoyable
BBQ and meeting in quiet, pleasant country surroundings.
Colin managed to delight his guests with some trading of
surplus workshop items, and after a pleasant lunch, spoke
to members and their families about his retirement
occupation as a maker of "'Fully Carved Traditional
Rocking Horses ...
Colin is one of only two makers in Victoria who are still
making such items, and of course he repairs aged horses
of all types. There are up to 25 pieces in a full safety
rocking horse which is usually made of red pine and
English beech.
The horses were patented in November
1888
and their appearance could be very wild and
frightening to children.
Some
superior horses had
separate full leather saddles and there are specific
traditional fittings which are used. Hair for horses was
usually from the tail of a Hereford bull. The shaping of
the horses was undertaken in any reasonable way and
removed about a third of the initial weight. The coating
and painting of horses saw the extensive use of hot glue
and size which is then allowed to set for weeks prior to
about ten coats of paint and dappling.
Colin has been asked to provide a fuller explanation
his fascinating occupation as a rocking horse maker.

of

Many thanks to Colin and Elizabeth for a great day.

**********
COOPERING

ART

OF

THE

OLD

WORLD

Demonstration of Coopering by Len Sunnett
Len Summett is a cooper by tradE� having been taught in
England. He has previously demonstrated his considerable
skills at an exhibition at the Old Meat Market.
On this
occasion he made up two barrels during a pleasant
demonstration at his own home.
Staves had been prepared
and he began with the process of raising up.
This was
followed by steaming instead of firing and the fitting of
temporary hoops.
Both casts were chined and a sun plane
around the chine.
The traditional chir plane was then
used to true the inside of the cask. A csroze was then
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used to cut the actual groove or rebate for the head.
Finally the head was put in place by relaxing the chine
hoops and then tightening it aga1n after pushing up the
The f1nal water test of this cask was successful
head.
and left us all wondering at the skills exercised by Len.
Given the differing sizes of the staves, experience is
clearly a very important factor, and it is easy to
consider how young apprentices could easily get it quite
wrong!
A VHS video tape of the afternoon was taken and is
ava1lable as a raw unedited tape for those who may wish
to view Len's skills.
DID
*
*
*
*
*

YOU

KNOW?

Menei Oak was the favoured timber for castes.
Hoops were once made of wood and hoop-making was a
specialist trade associated with coopering.
Flag is the hollow reed used between the pieces of the
head or end of a caste to help to seal it effectively.
Barrel making goes back to Biblical times.
Casks come in standard sizes.
Butt
Holds 108 gallons
Puncheon
Holds 72 gallons
Hogshead
Holds 54 gallons
Barrel
Holds 36 gallons
Kilderkin
Holds 18 gallons
Firkin - Holds 9 gallons
Pin
Holds 4 1/2 gallons

*

The general
"barrels".

name

for

all

these

is

"casks"

-

not

--
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THE NOBLE ART OF COOPERAGE
(Reference: Encyclopaedia Brittanica, Ninth Edition
1898, p 338)
COOPERAGE, the art of making casks, barrels and other
rounded vessels, the side of which are composed of
separate staves, held together by hoops surrounding them.
The art is one of great antiquity, being mentioned by
Pliny who ascribes its invention to the inhabitants of
the Alpine valleys.
The cask or barrel form is at once
the strongest, tightest, and most convenient form into
which wood can be fashioned as a vessel for storing
either liquid or solid substances, and the manufacture
has attained great precision and perfection.
The trade
is one in which there are numerous subdivisions, the
chief of which are tight or wet and dry or slack cask
manufacture.
To these may be added white cooperage, a
department which embraces the construction of wooden
tubs, pails, churns, and other even staved vessels. Of
all departments, the manufacture of tight casks or
barrels for holding liquids is that which demands the
greatest care, experience, and skill; as, in addition to
perfect tightness when filled with liquid, the vessels
must
bear
the strain of transportation to
great
distances,
and in many cases they have to resist
considerable
internal
pressure when
they
contain
fermenting liquors.
Cooperage is still most commonly
pursued as a handicraft with the tools and appliances
which have been employed from the earliest times; but
many expedients of the greatest ingenuity and efficiency
have
been
introduced for performing the
numerous
operations
by mechanical means.
Tight casks
are
generally made of well-seasoned oak of the best quality,
Whether accomplished by
free from twists and warping.
hand
or machinery the following are the essential
operations.
lst� The preparation of the staves is the
most important and difficult task the cooper, inasmuch as
a cask being a double conoid having its greatest diameter
(technically the bulge or belly in its centre, each stave
must be accurately curved to form a segment of the whole.
The taper from the centre to the extremities must be
curved; in cross section it must be double concave, and
the joints, or edges, must be so bevelled that when bent
into position they shall form a true plane through the
central axis of the vessel.
2d, Trussing consists of
setting the separate staves,
properly bevelled and
jointed, upright in a frame in order to receive trusting
hoops at both ends, which serve to keep them together for
the permanent hooping.
The lower- ends of the staves are
set together in a frame and a hoop passed round them.
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A rope is then carried round the upper part and gradually
tightened till the joints are brought quite close, when a
hoop is dropped over and the rope removed.
3d, Chiming
and crozing consists in finishing the two ends for
receiving the heads.
The chime is the bevel formed on
the extremity of the staves, and the croze consists of
the groove into which the ends or heads fit.
4th,
Hooping, and 5th Preparing heads or ends, are the other
operations to be noticed.
For wet casks hoops are
generally made of iron, although wooden hoops also are
The heads, when made of two or more pieces,
employed.
are jointed by means of dowel pins, and after being cut
to the proper size they are chamfered or bevelled at the
edges to fit into the croze groove.
The . quantity
of tight casks required in
certain
industries is incalculable.
On the continent of Europe
they are in most extensive demand in the wine-producing
districts. In Great Britain, brewers and distillers must
have enormous stocks, and both in Great Britain and in
the United States the mineral oil and petroleum trade
employ vast quantities.
Slack barrels are almost as
extensively
employed
in connection
with
chemical
In America
industries and the fruit and fish trades.
slack barrels are the form most generally adopted for
packing almost all kinds of dry goods for storing and
transport, and the flour, rosin, fruit and other products
sent to Europe are almost invariably enclosed in such
vessels.
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COOPERS' TOOLS
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COOPERS' TOOLS
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COUPEt<S'TQOLS,(Concinuetl)
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CROSSWORD

Reference used: The Vi llage
Shire Album 28, 1977

Cooper

K. K i1 by

�

1.
3.
5.
7.
10.
11.
12.
13.
15.
17.

Plane used for SQuaring chimes.
Holds 36 gallons.
Have twice the capacity of a barrel.
Process of gett1n9 staves reedy for bending.
Very popular item traditionally held 1n "barrels"
Probably the largest tool but used upside down.
Tool traditionally used to cut bevel on ends of casks
An inside •..... would help smooth inside a cask.
Creates hole for tap.
Used for measuring capacity of cask whilst making
them.

l29l:!!1

I.
2.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.
14.
16.

Form sides of cask.
Eight of these fill a barrel.
Sharp-edged coopering tool.
Vessel for carrying liQuids.
One process in finishing the ends of casks
For holding items whilst working.
Open wooden vessel (pl.)
Tool used wh1lst making head.
Fitted in each end of cask.
Long vessel for holding e.g. wine.

(Solution in next issue)
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Mr Edwards at the Spotswaod pumping stati�n yesterday. He was "appalled" by damage cause4 by fire to
a building behind lhe s!ation.
I By GEOFF MASLEN
State Government plans to bulld
a $13 m i l li o n s ci e nce a n d
technology museum a t the old
pumping station In Spotswood
have been thrown Into doubt.
The Museum of Victoria bas
refused to sign a lease agreement
with the owner, the Board of
Works, because It claims security
at the site is lacking.
The museum says the 90-yeer
old building has been v andalised
lo the past month. Most of the
windows In the handsome pump
Ing station - built In tile French
classical style - have been

Doubts cast
over plans
·for museum

smashed. Early yesterday fire
destroyed a wooden building at
the back.
The director of the museum,
Mr Robert Edwards, inspected
the damage and said he was
appalled.
Mr Edwards would not com
ment on a museum council meet
Ing on Wednesday lbat decided to

J

refuse to sign a lease agreement
to take over responsibility tor tile
building. Tile president of tbe
council, Mr . Ray Marglnson, Is
also the chairman or the Board or
Works.
A spokesman tor the board
said there was "a low level or
security" at the pumping station.
"At t h e m o m e n t It Is an
unmanned sile."
A spokesman tor the Minister
for lbe Arts. Mr Walker, said last
night that the musuem bad
enough money to "secure the
Spotswood site, both physically
and with personnel". Museum
staff staff denied this.
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THE

H.P.T.A.

LIBRARY

In this issue we are publishing a list of all
catalogues (pre 1940) available to our members.

books,

As we haven't a permanent meeting place to store these
I will bring them with me to as many
publications,
meetings as possible.
Borrowing proceedure is as follows:Publications may be borrowed at any meeting but must be
Your name, title of
returned at the following meeting.
publication and phone to be recorded in the Borrowers
Book and cancelled on return.
other
the next issue I hope to list various
In
publications, catalogue etc of which most have been
donated to the Association.
Kees Klep
Librarian

**********
BOOKS

Some 19th Century English Woodworking Tools
by K. Roberts
The Stanley Plane by Alvil Sellens
The Stanley Folding Rule by Alvin Sellens
British Planemakers by W.L. Goodman from 1700
Patented Transitional and Metallic Planes by Roger Smith
The Workbench Book by Scott Landis
Fine Woodworking on Hand Tools by J. Sainsbury
Plane Craft by J. Sainsbury
Tools and Trades - The Journal of the Tool and Trades
History �ociety Volumes 2, 3, 4.
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CATALOGUES

PRE 1940

Henry Diston & Sons 1914
W. Marples & Sons 1909
Norris of London 1914-1920
Millers Falls Company 1887
F.C. Stearns 1924
Goodell Pratt Company 1905
Sargent & Company Planes
Stanley Rule & Levgel Company
Stanley Rule & Level Company
Cat. no. 110
Stanley Tools
John Rabone & Sons 1892
McPhersons 1937
Thomas Warburton 1900 +
Thomas McPherson & Sons 1909
Hudsons 1940
ODD

1892
Cat. no. 102

SPOT

One country member reports that he spent two days in the
local tip delving for planes thrown out by the local
jail. His enthusiasm was well rewarded by finding a pair
of Preston rebates with brass skins. He now has a unique
item with a special local meaning.
FOR

SALE

OR

SWAP

*

Stanley planes - numbers 71, 71 1/2,
20, 113, 4, 4 1/2, 6, 7, 3, 112, 604
Scottish pattern bullnose planes.
Mitre cutter
Contact Nigel Lampert

98, 99, 45, 55,

*

Woodworking tools - mainly wooden moulding planes.
Contact Dolph Stylehuis or

*

Wooden braces - Two wooden braces, no makers name but
made of beech.
One has a replaced head and the other
has some old woodworm.
Contact Frank Ham

*

Books - Box of old woodwork books including fine set
Auel's Carpenter's and Builders Guides (l to 4);
Carpentry and Joinery;
Cabinet Work and Joinery
(Editor Paul Hasluck); The New Guide to Carpentry and
Joinery by R. Scott Burn (about 1870)
Contact Nigel Lampert (03) 350 2242

ITEMS

WANTED

* Millers Falls electric 4 1nch sander drive belt.
Belt no longer available.
could obtain one.
Contact Keith Nash

Maybe someone knows where I

*

Wood turning lathe; small to medium, cast steel bed or
treadle operated woodturning lathe.
Contact Andrzej Wyka

*

Copy of book" Nineteenth Century Australian Furniture" by
Fahy Simpson and Simpson, Eli Press, Sydney
Contact Nigel Lampert

*

Stanley 444 Dovetail plane and Stanley 100.
Contact Nigel Lampert

*
*

Parts for Stanley 55 for a friend.
main stock and fence.
Contact Nigel Lampert
Cutter for Stanley 278;
planes.
Contact Nigel Lampert

Everything except

blades for Spiers or Norris

*

Liberty Be 11 cap iron and cutter for Stanley 104
Contact Tony Derrett

*

Any old catalogues earlier than 1900 to do with hand tools.
Contact Watson Cutter

*

For Stanley 19 block plane.
Adjustable throat (moveable portion of bottom)

*

Round rosewood knob for Stanley 45 plane

*

Body of Stanley 180 rebate plane

*

Lever cap 2 inch cutter
Stanley Bedrock 604.
Contact Frank Ham

*

Cutters (early) for Stanley adjustable block plane no.
18 or similar
Contact Nigel Lampert

and

**********

rosewood

handle

for

SYDNEY'S 3RD

§A1LIE
§.

w
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QUALITY AND ANTIQUE WOODWORKING TOOLS
FOR THE COLLECTOR AND CRAFTSMAN

SUNDAY 9 APRIL 9AM
�

-CONCORD SEA SCOUT HALL
CONCORD RD, NEXT TO RYDE BRIDGE

�
�

ENTRY

S2 includes ch.111ce to win Dowsaw Tool Co. squirrel tail bloclc.plane

INCLUDES

planes; wood metal and tr:1nsitional all types and sizes Stanley and other
makers, Record Marples Preston etc. Chisels and gouges: paring and
firmer by various makers. Marking and mortise gauges. Saws : hand
teno� and dovetrul, by Diston etc.

NEW TOOLS

handcrafted gunmetal planes, trammels, marking gauge kits, Norris replica
kits by the Bowsaw Tool Co, Brisbane

BOOKS AND
CATALOGUES

large range of tool books and reprint catalogues

DISPLAY

an extensive display of Stanley exotica is being arranged, many rare items
for viewing

lNfORMATION

for details about selling spaces please ring Henry

PARKING

plenty of parking in Leeds St behind hall. Walkway connecting
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